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A tokamak’s economic performance is strongly affected by the plasma pressure that it may sustain,
which in turn is limited by the maximum pressure gradients that may be supported. Ballooning
modes are typically driven unstable by increasing the pressure gradient, and because they can
radially extend across many rational surfaces, they can seriously reduce a plasma’s energy
confinement. Here an eigenmode formulation is used to study the stability of ballooning modes in
internal transport barriers~‘‘ITBs’’ !, in which very strong pressure gradients and flow shears may be
found. This extends previous studies that used an ‘‘eikonal’’ formulation, as it enables the study of:
ballooning modes with a finite toroidal mode-numbern ~finite wavelength perpendicular to the
magnetic field!, to find new solution branches, to obtain the eigenmode structures, and to investigate
the effects of a radially varying equilibrium. The structure of a finiten ballooning mode in flow
shear is found to be significantly affected by a radially varying equilibrium, and at low flow shears
the growth rates are increased above those of modes studied in the limit ofn→`. The different
solution branches can couple as the flow shear is increased, leading to a pair of asymmetric mode
structures with complex conjugate growth rates. These effects are shown to be a consequence of the
mode trying to localize at the most unstable radial location, and its desire to rotate with the flow. In
addition, closer to marginal stability a sufficiently strong flow-shear can~at least for some cases!,
destabilize a previously stable mode.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1687724#

I. INTRODUCTION

Ideal magnetohydrodynamics~‘‘MHD’’ !, predicts that
the most unstable short wavelength~high toroidal mode
number! instabilities are ‘‘ballooning modes,’’ instabilities
that minimize the bending of magnetic field lines.1 These
modes are well understood for plasmas without flows, and
are most likely to be unstable in tokamak plasmas with high
pressure gradients.2–5 The highest pressure gradients are
found in transport barriers, as are strong flow-shears, hence
the need to understand how flow shear affects the structure
and stability of ballooning modes.6,7

In the absence of flow shear, ballooning modes are stud-
ied with an eikonal formalism and a ‘‘ballooning
expansion.’’3 The ballooning expansion enables the con-
struction of a periodic perturbationĵ from a nonperiodic one
j, with

ĵ~x,c,f!5 (
N52`

`

j~x22pN,c,f! ~1!

for which the periodicity conditionĵ(x12p)5 ĵ(x), is re-
placed by the boundary condition thatj(x→6`)→0. The
ballooning expansion enables us to subsequently use the ei-
konal formulation

j5F~x,c!einS(c,x,f) ~2!

with derivatives onS parallel to the magnetic fieldB, being
B.“S50, and without needingS to be periodic inx.

The usual choice for the eikonal is

S52f1E
x0

x

ndx8 ~3!

with n(x,c) being a measure of the local pitch of the field
lines.3 However at lowest order in 1/n, a nonzero toroidal
flow v0 leads to convective derivativesv0 .¹einS that diverge
asn tends to infinity. So the most unstable high-n perturba-
tions must now minimize both the magnetic field-line bend-
ing and the stream-line bending of the plasma flow. A modi-
fied eikonal that reflects this uses the fact that thev0 .“
operator occurs in conjunction with the]/]t operator, so that
both

S ]

]t
1v0 .¹ DF~c,x!einS(c,x,t)5einS(c,x,t)

]F

]t
~4!

and

B.“$F~c,x,t !einS(c,x,t)%5einS(c,x,t)
1

J

]F

]x
~5!

with ]F/]t and]F/]x of order 1, andJ the Jacobian of the
orthogonal~c,x,f! coordinate system.3 For a toroidally axi-
symmetric flow, the eikonal used is8

S~c,x,t !5S 2f1E
x0

x

ndx81Vt D ~6!

with V~c! being a radially dependent angular toroidal flowa!Electronic mail: Anthony.Webster@ukaea.org.uk
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for which v05V(c)Ref , and whereR is the major radius.
The shortcoming of using this representation for a linearized
stability analysis, is that radial derivatives onS lead to terms
in V8t. So despite being linearized MHD, the time depen-
dence is not simplyj;egt. Thus the problem involves time
as an extra coordinate, and stability is determined by the
solution of 4 coupled first-order 2D partial differential
equations.9 This contrasts with zero flow-shear for which as
n→`, the problem reduces to a 1D second order ordinary
differential equation in ballooning space.2,3

Previous authors9,10 have used this eikonal formalism~in
the n→` limit ! to study ballooning stability in flow shear,
by using an initial value code to solve the equations. In par-
ticular, Miller et al.9 have applied the method to study a
circular-flux-surfaces~‘‘s–a’’ type! model of the equilib-
rium, that includes toroidal flow. In that model, internal
transport barriers~‘‘ITBs’’ ! are represented by a narrow an-
nular region with a strong flow-shear and a large gradient in
the plasma pressurep. A low b52p/B2 ordering is also
taken, whereB2 is the total magnetic field strength. This
enabled the study to focus solely on the effects of flow shear,
which they showed can stabilize ballooning modes. Fu-
rukawaet al.10 have applied the same eikonal formalism to
realistic, arbitrary aspect ratio tokamak geometries, finding
qualitatively similar results.

Here we describe an eigenmode formalism that we use
to study ballooning modes in a sheared plasma flow. The
growth rate is determined as an eigenvalue, the eigenfunc-
tions determine the mode structures, and the method enables
us to study flow shear in a radially varying equilibrium~for
finite n), and to discern multiple solution branches~in addi-
tion to the most unstable branch!. We find that in the pres-
ence of a small though nonzero flow shear, then5` bal-
looning modes studied by Milleret al.9 are more stable than
the strictly zero flow-shear ballooning modes studied in Ref.
3; the latter havinglarger growth rates anddifferent mode
structures. This is explained in terms of the radially depen-
dent equilibrium profile introducing a radial-dependence for
the stability of ballooning modes, the flow-shear’s tendency
to narrow the mode envelope, and the modes desire to rotate
with the flow. We also find that closer to marginal stability a
sufficiently high flow shear can destabilise a previously
stable mode; this was not observed in Ref. 9.

II. STABILITY ANALYSIS

We study the ITB model of Milleret al.,9 with isother-
mal flux surfaces, an axisymmetric flow, and with centrifugal
effects from the flow neglected but terms in the flow shear
retained. For this model the equilibrium is determined by the
usual Grad–Shafranov equation.1

The stability analysis starts by expressing the linearized
MHD equations in terms of a single ‘‘force-balance’’ equa-
tion, projected in theB, ¹c, and B∧¹c directions. These
equations are given in Ref. 11, as are further details of the
following calculation. We then use the high-n ballooning
mode ordering ofB.¹j;1, ¹c.¹j;n, and¹f.¹j;n, to

reduce the three original equations to two simpler ones.
These are,

2B.¹F 1

R2Bp
2 F S R2Bp

2

B D 2

]c
211GB.¹FG2K̂@p8F1pG#

1
G2p

cs
2

1

R2Bp
2 F 1

G2 S R2Bp
2

B D 2

]cG2]c11GF50 ~7!

and

B.¹F 1

B2 B.¹GG5S G2

cs
2 D F ~p1B2!

B2 G1K̂F G ~8!

with

K̂[
1

B2 F ]

]c
~2p1B2!1I

B.¹B2

B2 ]cG , ~9!

where we have written¹c.j5GF and ¹.j5GG, with G
5g2 inV(c), andg is the growth rate for whichj;egt, Bp

is the poloidal magnetic field,R is the major radius,
]c;( i /n)(]/]c), andcs is the sound speed.

A rapid radial coordinatex5n(q02q) is used, in terms
of which inV(x)5 inV02 i (dV/dq)x1O(1/n), whereq is
the safety factor andq0 its value on a reference flux surface.
The constantinV0 term is incorporated into a Doppler
shifted growth rate, withg replaced byg2 inV0 ~wherej
;egt), andG becomesG5g1 i (dV/dq) x. So the explicit
n dependence is removed from our leading order equations
because equilibrium quantities change over a longer radial
length-scale than the perturbationj, and by the incorporation
of the constant frequencyV0 into a Doppler shifted growth
rate.

Using the large-aspect-ratio model of Milleret al.,9 and
Fourier expanding in straight field-line coordinatesu, with
F5(mum(x)exp$2inf1imu% and G5(mgm(x)exp$2inf
1imu% results in the leading order equations~in 1/n),

05s2
d

dx F @~x2M !21G2#
dum

dx G2@~x2M !21G2#um

1aH 2
s

2

d

dx
@@~x2M !21G2#~um112um21!#

2
s

2
@~x2M !21G211#

d

dx
@um112um21#

2s~x2M !
d

dx
@um111um21#1

1

2
@um111um21#J

2
a2

2 H @~x2M !2111G2#Fum2
1

2
@um121um22#G

2~x2M !@um122um22#J 2q2bH 1~gm211gm11!

2aFgm2
1

2
@gm221gm12#G2s

d

dx
@gm112gm21#J

~10!

and
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gm5S G2

~x2M !21G2D H ~um111um21!

2aFum2
1

2
~um121um22!G2s

d

dx
~um112um21!J .

~11!

The expansion used

1

q E
x

ndx8.u,

]

]c F1

q E
x

ndx8G.S 2a

rRBp
D sin~u!,

dum

dc
52nq

s

rRBp

dum

dx
,

and

M[m02m.

The equations are normalized such thatG(x)2 replaces
@G(x)2R2q2/cs

2#(p/B2) , um replaces um /R2Bp , with s
5 (r /q)(dq/dr) and a52 (2r 2/RBp

2)(dp/dr) being the
usual normalized magnetic-shear and pressure-gradient pa-
rameters, respectively.2

For simplicity we consider the limit b!1,
(dV/dq) R/cs@Ab, for which terms in the flow shear are
retained while those inb may be neglected. In this limit we
have,

s2
d

dx F @~x2M !21G2#
dum

dx G2@~x2M !21G2#um1a

3H 2
s

2

d

dx
@@~x2M !21G2#~um112um21!#

2
s

2
@~x2M !21G211#

d

dx
@um112um21#2s~x2M !

3
d

dx
@um111um21#1

1

2
@um111um21#J

2
a2

2 H @~x2M !2111G2#Fum2
1

2
@um121um22#G

2~x2M !@um122um22#J 50 ~12!

as the equations that we solve for a range ofm.
It is worth pointing out a few features of Eq.~12!. First,

the equilibrium parameterss, a, anddV/dq all correspond
to the degree of shear of an equilibrium quantity. Second, the
flow has been normalized such that (VRq/cs)Ap/B2

5 VRq/vA is replaced byV, with the flow speedv05VR
normalized with respect to the Alfve´n velocity vA . Finally,
the flow shear solely appears through

G~x!5g1 i
dV

dq
x ~13!

and we have taken

j;egt2 inf5eRe(g)tei (Im(g)t2nf). ~14!

So Im(g)50 corresponds to zero mode rotation, and when
Im(g)1 (dV/dq) xs50, the mode rotates with the flow’s equi-
librium rotation at the radial positionx5xs .

III. NUMERICAL METHOD FOR SOLVING
THE EQUATIONS

Zero flow ballooning-theory,3 indicates that a finite ra-
dial mode-width is not possible for constant equilibrium pa-
rameterss and a. Therefore we introduce slow equilibrium
variations, taking the magnetic shears as constant, but
adopting a Gaussian pressure gradient profile

a~x!5a0 expF2
a2

2

~x2x0!2

n2q0
2s2 G , ~15!

wherex is normalized to give ana profile in x space that
corresponds to thea profile of a typical transport barrier in
real space, witha5r /Dr (r is the minor radius andDr is the
transport barrier width!. Then Connoret al.3 predict a radial
mode-envelope that is centred onx5x0 , with a width in
x-space that scales asL[Anq/a, and a growth rate with an
order 1/L2 correction to then5` growth rateg` . The
equations, which now depend weakly uponn, are solved
with the boundary condition that the mode amplitudes tend
to zero asx→6`.

We note that by introducing a radially dependenta pro-
file, we have introduced terms of order (x2/n2), that were
previously considered negligible. Although not strictly rigor-
ous, it is a simple and transparent way of incorporating the
most important effect of the order 1/n terms; that is to break
the zero flow-shear ballooning symmetry between rational
surfaces. Without this, it is this equivalence between rational
surfaces~and Fourier mode structures!, that causes the bal-
looning mode to be of infinite radial extent.

Because in the absence of flow, the mode width inx
space is proportional toL, thex coordinate must also extend
over a distance proportional toL. Thus for fixeda, the finite
x-domain of calculation imposes a maximumn that we can
treat when the flow-shear is zero. To obtain then5` growth
rate we must extrapolate inL, usingg5g`2O(1/L2).3,12

When there is zero flow-shear, each Fourier mode has its
maximum amplitude at the radial position at which it mini-
mizes the bending of the magnetic field lines. This radial
position corresponds to the rational surfaceq, for which m
5nq andx5M , and because the mode width is proportional
to L, we require of orderL Fourier modes. So for a givenL,
the range ofx andM must be sufficiently large thatum→0 at
the largest values ofx andM .

We integrate theum from x50 to x56` using a shoot-
ing method, with the boundary condition thatum50 as x
→6`. This is done by first writing

um~x!5(
j

vm
j ~x!aj , ~16!

where thevm
j (x) are a set of basis solutions with the bound-

ary conditions ofvm
j (0)5dm j andvm

j (6`)50. Eachvm
j (x)

may be integrated in the positive and negative directions
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from x50 to x5` andx50 to x52` ~where in practice
x56` means a sufficiently large value ofx that our results
are independent of it!.

The coefficientsaj of Eq. ~12! are determined from the
requirement that the discretized version of Eq.~12! for the
um(x) must be satisfied atx50. This requiresT(g).a50,
where the elements of the matrixT depend on the numeri-
cally integrated values ofvm

j (x) adjacent tox50, which in
turn depend ong. The elements ofa are the coefficientsaj in
Eq. ~16!.

To solveT(g).a50, we introduce the eigenvectors and
eigenvaluesl i andei for which T(g)ei5l iei , and iterateg
until l i(g)50 for an eiÞ0. Becausel~g! is complex, we
search for zeros ofl~g! in the complex plane using the zero-
finding programZERINT,13 tracking the eigenvaluel with the
largest real part. Searching different regions of the complex
plane may lead to different solutions forg, and theg with the
largest real part is the most unstable solution. In practice we
usually start with a known solution and track it as we change

a parameter such as flow shear. For example, a zero flow-
shear solution can be tracked as the flow shear is increased
~ensuring that at least initially, we are calculating the most
unstable growth rate!.

IV. RESULTS

Low magnetic shear and finite flow-shear are both char-
acteristic properties of ITBs. Before we consider flow shear,
we briefly investigate the effect of a low magnetic shears,
with s50.1 anda50.5. The resulting mode structures are
highly localized~Fig. 1!, and are insensitive to changes inL.
These surprising results agree with analytic calculations for
s;a2→0, at marginal stability (g50),14 Fig. 1~inset!.

Next we consider flow shear, which radially localises the
mode, even forL5` ands of order 1. This is in agreement
with approximate analytic calculations withdV/dq!1 and
L5`, that suggest that the mode width scales as
;A1/(dV/dq). So for finite flow shear we can takeL5`
and directly compare our results with Milleret al.’s study of
that limit. The results are in good agreement~Fig. 2!. The
radial envelope of the Fourier modes is symmetric@Figs.
3~a!–3~c!#, and narrows as the flow shear is increased. Inter-
estingly, at high flow-shears the mode envelopes appear self-
similar in shape~though narrowed in width!, and the growth
rates are real throughout.

Figures 3~d!–3~f! shows the mode structures in the po-
loidal cross section. The modes are peaked on a radial sur-
face r 5r 0 , for which the flow is zero. There is positive
toroidal flow for r .r 0 and negative toroidal flow forr
,r 0 . Positive flow causes the mode to rotate clockwise rela-
tive to the zero flow mode, whereas negative flow causes
anticlockwise rotation of the mode. The net effect is that the
mode’s peaks are elongated in the upper half of Figs. 3~d!–
3~f!, but narrowed in the lower half of the figure.

The poloidal shearing of the mode can be explained in
terms of the the plasma flow convecting the magnetic field
lines, with field lines convected in the6f direction for posi-
tive flow and negative flow respectively. Figure 4 shows how
the combination of the convection of the field lines and the
nonzero field line pitch, causes the position at which field
lines cut the poloidal plane to move upward or downward

FIG. 1. Low magnetic shear:s50.1, a50.5, and zero flow shear. The
individual Fourier modesum(x) are plotted in terms of the radial coordinate
x5m02nq. Inset, the equivalent analytical calculation but withs;a→0,
at marginal stability~Ref. 14!.

FIG. 2. The growth rate is plotted fors51, a52, as the flow shear is increased. In~a! circles are forL5`, and agree well with calculations of Milleret al.
~continuous line!. The crosses in~a! are calculations forL51.35, and show 3 solution branches, the top two of which coalesce as the flow shear is increased.
After coalescence of the top two solution branches, there are two complex conjugate solutions, whose imaginary part is roughly proportional todV/dq ~b!.
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depending on the flow direction~and the field-line pitch!.
The result is a clockwise~positive flow! or anticlockwise
~negative flow! rotation of the mode structure in the poloidal
plane, shearing the mode with respect to the position of zero
flow.

We turn now to finiteL, takingL51.35. For zero flow-
shear there are 3 unstable modes~Fig. 2!. These modes cor-
respond to the three most unstable solutions of the mode
envelope equation@Eq. ~36! of Ref. 3#, and their Fourier

mode structures are shown in Fig. 5. As the flow shear is
increased the two most unstable branches of Fig. 2 coalesce.
After coalescence,g becomes complex and there exist two
complex conjugate solutions, whose Fourier mode structures
are asymmetric, but mirror images of one another@Fig. 6~b!#.
It is noticeable that at low flow shears the finiteL growth
rates are much larger than those forL5`. This is partially
explained by the results of analytic calculations with low
flow shears andn→`. These calculate the growth rate in
terms of the zero-flow growth rateg0(u0), whereu0 is de-
termined by the higher order theory.3 For strictly zero flow-
shear,u0 should be chosen to maximizeg(u0).3 However
for finite but infinitesimally small flow shear, one averages
over u0 : g5 (1/2p) rg0(u0)du0 .15 The result is that forn
→`, there is an abrupt drop ing as flow shear is increased
from zero.

At finite n, Fig. 2 shows that forL51.35 the growth
rates tend to those ofL5` provided thatdV/dq is suffi-
ciently large. The value ofdV/dq at which theL5` and
the finite L results converge, is smaller asL is increased,
suggesting that the radiala variations are suppressing the
averaging ofg(u0). The mode structures in poloidal cross
section forL51.35, show the mode’s peak being torn into
two pieces@Fig. 6~b!#, unlike for L5` where the peak re-
mains intact but its edges are torn.

It is worthwhile to emphasize the differences between
n5` and finiten, for the different cases of arbitrarily small,

FIG. 3. ~a!–~c! Plots of the individual Fourier mode amplitudesum(x), for s51, a52, L5`, anddV/dq50.1, 0.3, and 0.8, respectively. The corresponding
plots in the lower half of the figure,~d!–~f!, show poloidal cross sections for the amplitude of the perturbations. The intensity of the light and dark indicates
the amplitude of the mode.

FIG. 4. The figure shows the convection of field lines by the plasma flow at
radial positions for which the flow is positive and negative respectively.
Because the field line has a nonzero pitch (q is finite!, the position at which
it cuts the poloidal plane moves up~or down! for positive ~or negative!
flow, respectively.
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and strictlyzero flow-shear. When the flow shear is strictly
zero, the most unstable finite-n growth rate is always less
than then5` growth rate~that in our eigenmode formalism,
is obtained by extrapolating in 1/L25a/nq). Things are very
different for arbitrarily small flow-shears however. Once the
flow shear is nonzero, then5` growth rate is reduced from
max@g(u0)# to (1/2p) rg(u0)du0 . However we find this
does nothappen whenL is finite, for which substantial flow
shears are required to significantly reduce the growth rate.

Hence for arbitrarily small flow shears, the finite-n growth
rates arelarger than then5` ones.

So why has finiteL resulted in radially asymmetric
mode structures and complex conjugate growth rates? The
behavior can be explained in terms of the mode trying to
localize at the most unstable radial position, and subse-
quently trying to rotate with the flow. Figure 7 for the growth
rateg~a!, shows that fors51, dV/dq50 the most unstable
value ofa is a.1.7.16 We have assumed a Gaussian profile

FIG. 5. s51, a52, and zero flow shear: 3 solution branches may be found, with the usual ballooning mode solution~leftmost! being the most unstable, and
the most stable being furthest right. These solutions are thought to be related to the 3 most unstable solutions of the conventional ballooning mode envelope
equation~Ref. 3!.

FIG. 6. s51, a52, L51.35: ~a!–~c! Plots of the individual Fourier mode amplitudesum(x), for different values of the flow shear.~d!–~f! The amplitude of
the perturbations in poloidal cross section.~b! and its inset show the mirror-symmetric mode structures of the two complex-conjugate solutions that exist at
higher flow shears.
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for a(x), with a(x)5a0 exp(2x2/2s2L4). So for s51, a0

52 the most unstable radial positions havea(x).1.7, and
are at x5x* .6L2A2 ln(2/1.7). For L51.35 this gives
x* 561.0, but Fig. 8 shows that the central Fourier mode
extends well beyondx561, and hence the radial structure
remains centred onx50. However for L52.62, x*
563.9, and Fig. 9 shows that the mode then peaks at the
most unstable radial positions ofx* 563.9.

Figures 3 and 6 indicate that flow shear will narrow the
mode envelope. Therefore at sufficiently high flow shears,
the mode will no longer be able to extend beyond6x* , and
must instead center on1x* or 2x* . This is confirmed for
L51.35 in Fig. 6, that shows the complex-conjugate solu-
tions centering onx* 561.0. If the mode subsequently ro-
tates with the flow atx5x* , then Eqs.~13! and ~14! tell us
that Im(g)56(dV/dq) x* , which to a good approximation is
the case@Fig. 2~b!#.

In summary, the loss of mode symmetry is because the
mode wants to localise in the most unstable radial position.
For s51.0 anda52.0, there are two such positions atx5
6x* . The flow shearnarrows the mode, so that it is no
longer able to extend acrossbothof these positions, and must

instead sit ateither x51ux* u or x52ux* u. The complex
conjugate solutions arise because the mode wants to rotate
with the flow ~introducing an imaginery component!, and
there are two equivalent, equally unstable positions at which
the mode can localize.

The above argument suggests that closer to marginal sta-
bility ~where there will be a single position of maximum
instability, atx50), that the mode structures should remain
symmetric and the growth rate real. This was confirmed by
calculations ats51.0 anda51.0 for L51.35 ~see Fig. 10!,
for which there is no longer any coupling of different solu-
tion branches, the growth rate is always real, and the mode
structures remain symmetric throughout. However, equiva-
lent calculations withL5` showed thatg was no longer a
monotonically decreasing function ofdV/dq, and became
unstable again in the region of 0.6&dV/dq&0.9. A number
of similar calculations fors51.0 andL5` are summarized
in Fig. 11. Fora*1, increasing the flow sheardV/dq would

FIG. 7. s51, zero flow shear. The most unstableg is for a.1.7. ~The
calculation was done forL52.62.)

FIG. 8. s51, a52, L51.35, zero flow-shear. The central Fourier mode
~dashed line! extends well beyond the most unstable radial positions atx
561, so the mode centers onx50.

FIG. 9. s51, a52, L52.62, zero flow shear. The most unstable radial positions are atx.64, well beyond the width of individual Fourier modes. Hence
the mode peaks atx.64. The Fourier mode amplitudesum(x) are shown on the left of the figure, and the mode amplitude in poloidal cross section is on the
right.
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stabilize a previously unstable mode~as expected!. However
for smaller values ofa;0.5, increasing the flow shear could
destabilizea previouslystable mode. The mechanism by
which this occurs is the subject of ongoing work.

Finally we consider what realistic values of the flow
shear are required to stabilize ballooning modes. We take an
ITB width Dr , a minor radiusr , a change in flow speedDv
over an ITB, and an Alfve´n speedvA . V is normalized such
that V→ (VRq/cs)Ap/B25 VRq/vA , so taking flow shear
to be important for dV/dq*1 requires 1& (Rq/vA)
3(dV/dq) 5 (R/vA)(r /s)(dV/dr). Writing Dv5RdV
andDr 5dr, then flow shear will be important when

Dv*vAs
Dr

r

indicating a critical magnetic shear below which flow shear
will be important for ballooning mode stability.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have used an eigenmode~as opposed to ‘‘eikonal’’!
approach to study ballooning modes in the presence of flow
shear, applying it to a simple circular flux-surfaces model of

ITBs. In the absence of flow shear, we find that at sufficiently
low magneticshear, the equilibriuma profile has a negli-
gible effect on the mode structure, and our results are in good
agreement with analytic calculations in this limit.

Flow shear can stabilize ballooning modes, but the struc-
ture and stability of ballooning modes may be significantly
different when the effect of weak equilibrium variations are
included. The extent to which the equilibriumprofile may
affect ballooning modes, is incorporated into a parameterL
[Anq/a, that for zero flow-shear, characterizes the mode
envelope’s width inx-space. At low flow-shears the growth
rate is significantly greater for finiteL5Anq/a than for L
5`, but the growth rate tends to that ofL5` as the flow
shear is increased.

WhenL5`, the growth rates remain real, and the mode
structures symmetric for all values of the flow sheardV/dq.
This contrasts with finiteL, for which sufficiently unstable
ballooning modes can develop a radially asymmetric struc-
ture and the growth rate become complex. This behavior is
explained in terms of the flow shear narrowing the mode
envelope, the radially dependent stability of the zero flow-
shear equilibrium, the mode’s desire to localize at the most
unstable radial position, and the mode’s desire to rotate with
the equilibrium flow. Nearer to marginal stability, withs
51, a&0.5, andL5`, we find that~in addition to being
able to stabilize an unstable ballooning mode!, flow shear
can drive a previously stable mode unstable.

Finally we note that flow-shear is expected to be impor-
tant for a change in flow speedDv over an ITB widthDr ,
for which Dv;vAsDr /r . So for a givenDr /r andDv/vA ,
there will be a critical magnetic shear below which flow
shear will be important for stabilizing ballooning modes.
This suggests that flow shear is likely to be important for the
stability of ITBs, which are typically associated with lows.
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